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Dear Treasurer, 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Final Recommendations of the Financial 
System Inquiry (FSI). We appreciate the engagement we have had with the FSI Chair, David 
Murray, the Panel, the secretariat, Treasury and your office during the development phase of 
the final recomniendations. We .look forward to ongoing engagement as those 
·recommendations are considered. 

MasterCard supports the Government's policy agend;;:i to remove 'red tape' through 
deregu.lation. As you are aware, the payments system has been regulated in Australia for 
over a decade. The FSI process and the Government consultation on the recommendations 
provide the opportunity to assess and address issues which have been created by over
regulation. Since 2003, payments regulations have led to negative, unintended 
consequences for Australian consumers. 

MasterCard has consist~ntly held the position thatthe Australian Government should 
consider whether the current (and future) regulation of the payments system is appropriate, 
considering the payments system and its participants have changed considerably since 
regulation was implemented in 2003. Significantly, the MasterCard governance and 
commercial structures have changed from being a membership association to a publicly 
listed company with an independent board. The RBA has made this point itself in its review 
of the regulations governing the Access Regime: 

"The environment has now changed significantly. Most importantly, MasterCard and 
Visa have both changed corporate structure to become publicly listed companies 
rather than member associations of banks." 

In addition, there have been many significant developments including new market entrants 
such as American E:xpress companion cards, China UnionPay, PayPal, as well as the 
introduction bf new technologies including crypto-currencies like Bitcoin. Meanwhile, a 
broader array of card issuers and acquirers are operating in the payments system. 

While the total FSI. scope was broad, the key focus for MasterCard was Recommendation 17 
which relates to the payments system in Australia, encompassing interchange regulation and 
sur.charging. We note the objectives the panel has tried to achieve through its 
recommendations. In relation to Recommendation 17 these objectives include: 

o Addressing unreasonably high and increasing surcharging costs for consumers; 
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o Reducing the cost disparity for large and small merchants, which has been one of the 
unintended consequences of the current regulation; and 

o Applying regulation to all payment system providers in the payments system so to 
achieve a level playing field. 

However we have serious concerns over some of the suggested mechanisms to achieve 
these objectives and note that there are better options to ensure fairness, efficiency and 
competition in the payments system whilst minimising harm to consumers. We encourage 
the Government to fully investigate and consider alternate policy mechanisms to achieve the 
objectives of the FSI. 

MasterCard's goal in participating in the FSI process to date has been to help develop an 
environment which recognises and accounts for the importance and success of electronic 
payments as an efficient, convenient, safe and cost-effective means of transacting for 
Australians, and one that facilit~tes i;;ompetition and continued investment in innovation. 

The attached document outlines MasterCard's formal response to the FSI Final Report and 
Recommendations. In addition we consider that it would be highly appropriate for an industry 
roundtable to be convened, to explore alternative solutions in an open and constructive 
environment. MasterCard would certainly be willing to play an active and constructive role in 
such a forum, and we are confident that there wo1,1ld also be broad goodwill and participation 
from across the industry. 

We look forward to working with you and your team to achieve the objectives of the FSI 
Report and to find alternative, practical and achievable solutions to address the issues in the 
payments system regulation. 

Yours sincerely, 
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This submission builds upon MasterCard's two previous submissions to the FSI, which can 
be accessed through the following links: 

o Submission prior to the FSl 's Interim Report 
(http://fsi.gov.au/files/2014/04/MasterCard.pdf) 

o Submission following the FSl's Interim Report 
(http://fsi.gov. au/files/2014/08/M asterCard. pdf) 

This submission specifically addresses the FSl's Final Report, and in particular 
Recommendation 17. 

~~Beu£ Mast~teali'it'- ·.;-;., -- ,~-.---.-- -----. ~. --~---J 
11:~~~--~-·~ .. -~ .... ...-. '--~--~~~·._....,.._ ____ , ____ - .. _ - ---"~_d____ - - -~·- -

MasterCard has been a part of the Australian payments system since 1984. We are a 
technology company in the global payments industry that connects consumers, financial 
institutions, merchants, governments and businesses worldwide, enabling them to use 
electronic forms of payment instead of cash and cheques. 

As the operator of what we believe is the world's fastest payments network, we facilitate the 
processing of payment transactions, including authorization, clearing and settlement, and 
deliver related products and services. We mal<e payments easier and more efficient by 
creating a wide range of payment solutions and services using our family of well-l<nown 
brands, including MasterCard®, Maestro® and Cirrus®. We also provide value-added 
offerings such as loyalty and reward programs, information services and consulting. Our 
network is designed to ensure safety and security for the global payments system. 

A typical transaction on our network involves four participants in addition to us: cardholder, 
merchant, issuer (the cardholder's financial institution) and acquirer (the merchant's financial 
institution). We do not issue cards, extend credit, determine or receive revenue from interest 
rates or other fees charged to cardholders by issuers, or establish the rates charged by 
acquirers in connection with merchants' acceptance of our branded cards. 

In most cases, cardholder relationships belong to, and are managed by, our financial 
institution customers. 

We generate revenue by charging fees to issuers and <;icquirers for providing transaction 
processing and other payment-related products and services, as well as by assessing these 
customers based primarily on the dollar volume of activity, or gross dollar volume ("GOV"), 
on the cards and other devices that carry our brands. 

Interchange fees represent a sharing of a portion of payments system costs ;:imong the 
issuers and acquirers participating in our four-p<Jrty payments system. They reflect the value 
merchants receive from accepting our products and play a l<ey role in balancing the costs 
consumers and merchants pay. Importantly, MasterCard does not earn revenues from 
interchange fees. 

Generally, interchange fees are collected from acquirers and paid to issuers to reimburse the 
issuers for a portion of the costs incurred by them in providing ser\iices that benefit all 
participants in the system, including acquirers and merchants. In some circumstances, such 
as cash withdrawal transactions, this situation is reversed and interchange fees are paid by 
issuers to acquirers. In Australia we establish "default interchange fees" that apply when 
there are no other established settlement terms in place between an issuer and an acquirer. 
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We administer the collection and remittance of interchange fees through the settlement 
process. Interchange fees can be a significant component of the merchant service fee, and 
th~refore of the costs that merchants pay to accept electronic payments. Thes13 fees ~re 
~ubjec;:f to regulc;ition in Australia, the details. of which will be otitlinecl in the following 
chapters. 

In our first FSI submission, MasterCard provided a detailed outline of the importance of the 
value of Interchange and we attached it as Appendix 1 in this document. 

fJmpact of r~g.ulatloo : in ,*_ustr~lla . . ' 

The payments system in Australia has been regulated by the RBA's Payments Systems 
Board since 2003, and we believe Australians have been negatively affected as a direct 
result. MasterCard has consistently argued that Government should step away from the 
regulation of payments so as to remove and correct those negative outcomes. Changes to 
regulation since 2003 have been primarily concerned with correcting damage done to the 
balance in the system, and they've done little to rectify consumer impact. We have 
consistently argued that the simplest and most appropriate way to return to a balanced, fair 
and equitable system - one which is not detrimental to consumers and allows the industry to 
deliver real value to merchants - is to remove regulation completely. 

In our previous submissions to the FSI, and in subsequent meetings with both the RBA and 
the FSI panel and secretariat, MasterCard has outlined the ways that regulation has 
negatively affected innovation, increased costs for consumers and impacted the cost of 
acceptance for small business, creating the disparity that now exists. While the Australian 
payments system continues to be regulated, there will continue to be 'winners and losers'. It 
is clear that consumers have historically lost out and that they will continue to lose out under 
the type of regulation which is contemplated in the final recommendations. 

In its current form, the designation system for regulation favours some participants (those 
payment system providers which are not regulated) and provides them with an unfair 
advantage over those which are regulated. Where regulation exists in the payments system, 
it must be applied fairly across all participants, must promote innovation instead of dis
incentivising it, and must be flexible enough to capture new market entrants. 

Regulation by designation has created disparity In the costs for merchants to accept those 
systems which are subject to regulation (by designation) and those which are not. The 
Australian Retailer's Association (ARA) submission to the FSI Interim Report outlines this 
disparity where merchants are paying much higher costs to accept American Express and 
PayPal (http://fsi.qov.au/files/2014109/Australian Retailers Association.pdO. 

The FSI provides the Government with a unique opportunity to address the unintended 
consequences and disparities created by regulation. Nonetheless, the recommendations a_s 
they currently stand will not sufficiently address the issues created by the current regulation, 
and risk further exacerbating the problems that exist. 

We encourage the Government to further investigate options for addressing the outcomes of 
the current regulation, given: 

o That the impact of current surcharging regulation is costing Australian consumers 
around $4.4 million each day ($1.6 billion per year) 1; and 

1 Galaxy consumer sl1rvey (August 2014), commissionecl by MasterCard 
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o The negative impacts on innovation and the periods of regulatory uncertainty, 
particularly in relation to interchange. 

0 

MasterCard's overarching position is that regulation of the payments system should be 
removed to address the issues which have been created. Evidence across the world 
demonstrates that marl<et competition drives better outcomes than regulation in competitive 
industries such as payments. Harm as a result of a lack of competitive neutrality is 
particularly acute in Australia given the third largest player in the credit card market -
American Express - falls outside the regulatory burden of payment systems regulation. 

Foundationally, MasterCard asserts that any regulation should be applied to all participants 
in the payments system equally. 

FSI Recommendation: 
Publishing thresholds for determining which system providers will be regulated. 

MasterCard supports the principle that payments system regulation should apply equally 
across the industry regardless of the size of a participant or their share of the market. 
However, should regulation apply only once a particular threshold has been met, that 
threshold should be set at a low number (if not at market entry) and it should be clear and 
objective. It should capture all payment system providers operating in Australia today, 
including those which are currently unregulated, such as American Express, China 
UnionPay and PayPal. This will establish fairness in the system for all, protect consumers 
and businesses from the uneven application of regulation and ensure that the regulatory 
objectives are being met by the maximum number of participants in the system. · 

Currently, those payment schemes which fall under the regulatory regime are identified 
through a designation system that has proven to lack transparency and certainty, and has 
led to unproductive and inequitable outcomes. Over the last decade undesignated schemes 
and payments system providers have substantially grown reach and market share at 
incremental cost to merchants and consumers. 

Publishing low thresholds for determining the application of regulation would address 
disparities which have arisen in the designation system. Low thresholds would allow 
regulation to capture new entrants to the market and ensure that advances in technology in 
the payments system do not compromise safety for participants. 

FSl Recommendation: 
Broadening interchange fee caps to include all amounts paid to customer service 
providers in payment systems, including service fees in companion card systems. 

As we have outlined above, the basic view of regulation is that if it is applied it should do so 
consistently and fairly to all participants. Equal treatment of all card payment systems is 
fundamental to an effective regulatory regime. This includes treatment of proprietary three
party payment systems such as American Express, and PayPal and the four-party 
"companion card" model which operates nearly identically to regulated four-party schemes. 

American Express Global Networl< Services (GNS) cards (i.e. 'companion cards') are cards 
issued by a bank which utilise the American Express payments scheme. On average, 
merchant service fees (MSFs) charged by American Express to merchants when accepting 
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· these companion cards are more than twice those charged for MasterCard payments2
• An 

interchange-like component from these higher MSF, which flows through to card issuers, is 
then used by issuers to fund greater reward points for consumers. 

The unregulated companion card model competes directly with regulated four-party payment 
scheme providers (including MasterCard). Because companion cards can generate higher 
fees for card Issuers, American Express enjoys a distinct competitive advantage compared 
to designated payment systems. This competitive advantage is artificiC;llly generated by 
unfair application of regulation. 

Issuers, including major banks, have issued American Express companion cards to a wide 
range of consumers seeking the higher return product offerings these cards provide. In 
Australia, as a result of the current regulatory environment, American Express and Diners' 
Club have increased their market share of Australia's credit card transactions from 13.8% in 
2002 to 18.7% in 2015 (http://www.rba.gov.au/payments-systemfresourcesfstatisticsf). 

We note that the FSI Panel has recommended that companion card systems should be 
regulated as other four party systems are, moving at least some way towards a level playing 
field. 

Whilst the FSI Final Report recognises the importance of this move, we are concerned that 
the proposed mechanism to achieve fairness in the regulatory system (that is, to broaden 
interchange fee caps) is misguided. Interchange fee cap regulation cannot be expanded 
because interchange is a specific payment 'charged by the financial institution on one side of 
the payment transaction to the financial institution on the other side of the transaction' (RBA 
Review of Card Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, March 2015). In other words, 
interchange is a payment made from a merchant service provider (acquirer) to a customer 
service provider (issuer). 

The RBA describes in detail the costs associated with interchange fees at 
http://www.rba.gov.aufpayments-systemfreformsfcc-schemesfcc-fees
benchmark/quidance. htmL 

MasterCard asserts that interchange-like fees are applied in proprietary three-party payment 
schemes. These interchange-like fees functionally serve a similar purpose and cover similar 
costs as interchange, but are not subject to regulation because they fall outside the RBA's 
definition. 

Consequently, we urge the Government to ensure that both companion cards and three
party scheme "proprietary" cards are included in any regulation which applies to MasterCard, 
Visa and Eftpos. 

In order to capture companion cards within the current regulation, the RBA could monitor the 
total amount of compensation received by the partner on the issuing side from the three
party scheme (whether it comes from the scheme part or from the issuing or acquiring part of 
the business), over a certain period of time, with the total amount of the transactions done by 
the corresponding cards over the same amount of time. 

To ensure that unregulated three-party payments system providers are captured in the 
regulation, an effective and simple way to control net compensation would be to require 

2 RBA 'Average Merchant Fees for Debit, Credit and Charge Cards ' Payments Data 
{http : //\v\vw. rba.gov. au/pavrnen ts~systern/resources/stat i st i cs/index . html) 
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separate accounting (P&L) between the issuing and acquiring business of the three-party
scheme, so as to cap the flow of interchange-like payments. 

The second step would be to ensure that any internal transfer received from the issuing part 
of the business is lower than the regulated interchange cap. Payment systems must be able 
to demonstrate that payments from merchant service providers to the customer service 
providers sit within the regulated level (i.e. 50 basis points weighted average). This would be 
analogous to monitoring transfer pricing. 

This regulatory change would be popular among Australian businesses. A recent survey 
undertaken by IPSOS of 300 Australian businesses (October 2014) identified that 94% 
believe all payments systems should be regulated consistently (Appendix 2)3. In addition, 
only 4 % of these businesses noted that the cost of accepting regulated cards such as 
MasterCard and Visa were 'very high' compared to 76% who noted that American Express 
was either 'very expensive' or 'expensive'. This reflects the RBA's own data on the average 
cost of acceptance of American Express (1.69%), Visa and MasterCard (0.83%) for 
businesses in Australia (Http://www.rba.qov.au/payments
system/resources/statistics/index.html). 

FSI Recommendation: 
Lowering interchange fees by reducing interchange fee caps. 

As outlined in our previous submissions, the lack of consistency in how interchange and 
interchange-like fees is regulated across schemes has led to detrimental outcomes for 
consumers and for many· businesses, particularly Small and Medium sized enterprises 
(SMEs). Lowering interchange fees fwther would lead to more consumer detriment, as well 
as further negative impaGts for many merchants. 

Any additional adjustment to the current regulatory environment also creates uncertainty, 
which can remove incentives for payment systems and financial institutions to continue to 
innovate in the payments space. There is some experience from around the globe that 
demonstrates this and provides quantitative evidence of consumer impact. 

o In the United States, reductions in interchange on debit transactions as a result of the 
Durbin Amendment to the Dodd-Frank Act, left consumers paying more in banking 
costs and with no reduction in retail prices. Analysis by University of Chicago Law 
School economists David S. Evans, Howard Chang, and Steven Joyce found 
merchants collectively gained $7 billion yearly starting in 2011. At the same time, 
consumers began losing many money-saving banking benefits, (quantified at more 
than $22 billion) as a result. The estimate<:{ present discounted value of the losses for 
consumers as a result of the implementation of the Durbin amendment is between 
$22 and $25 billion. The Chicago Law School analysis explains that faulty economic 
theory assumed retailers would pass savings through to consumers4

. 

o Research on interchange regulation in Spain has also demonstrated the link between 
lowering interchange rates and consumer detriment. A gradual reduction in 
interchange fees by more than 55% between 2006 and 2010 actually led to an 
increase in Spanish consumer costs by 50% (€2.35 billion in absolute figures).5 This 

3 IP SOS merchant survey (October 2014), commissioned by MasterCard 
4 Evans, David S. and Clrnng, Howard H. nnd Joyce, Steven, (October 23, 2013) 'The Impact oflhe U.S. Debit Card !111ercha11ge Fee Caps 
011 Co11s11111er Welfare: A11 Event Study A1rnlysis' . University of Chicago Conse-Sandor Institute for law & Economics Research Paper No. 
658 
5 Juan, Irnnzo nnd Pascual, Fcrniludez and Gustavo, Mallas and Manuel, Delgado (2012): The effects of the 111a11dato1y decrease of 
i11/erclw11gefees i11 Spain. [11tp:l/111pm.11b.1111i-11111e11chw.del43097/JIMPRA roper 43097,txlf 
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report also showed the lowering of interchange rates "disturbed the necessary 
balance of the electronic payment system market and have damaged the majority of 
participants and society as a whole". These arrangements also "altered the four-party 
system, [and favour] other less participatory systems and reduces incentives to 
innovate to improve the quality and safety of the service."6 

Many consumer groups globally have advocated against lowering interchange rates, 
because of the consumer detriment outlined above. In Europe for example a joint statement 
issued by six consumer groups in the United Kingdom stated that 'Retailers benefit from the 
use of credit cards through higher sales, lower costs of cash transportation and for securing 
cash on the premises, fewer losses from the use of cash, more efficient income 
management and a guarantee that they will receive payment. It seems unfair that the burden 
of paying for this service should be shifted from retailers to consumers'. 7 

MasterCard acknowledges the challenge of the regulatory model as it currently operates, 
and in particular the disparity between the costs some small business are now paying in 
MSF compared with large businesses6

• 

Currently schemes recalculate (and reset) interchange bacl< to the weighted average every 
three years9

. This period results in an upward drift in the average interchange yield per 
transaction as issuers change their consumer product offering. 

A more regular reset requirement would see the average interchange yield remain closer to 
the weighted average and remove much of the upward drift that happens between resets. 
(There are some alternatives to this policy which also have potential to benefit smaller 
merchants including having a band so that a drift to a certain number (say 0.55% for credit or 
$0.14 for debit) would require a reset within three months.) 

FSI Recommendation: 
Replacing three-year weighted-average caps with hard caps, so every interchange fee 
falls below the interchange fee caps. This would also reduce differences in fees paid 
by small and large merchants. 

MasterCard does not support the mechanism of a 'hard cap' to achieve lower interchange 
fees. Hard caps represent price setting and remove flexibility in the system - something that 
is vital to incentivise innovation. · 

The current interchange regulation in Australia allows for a weighted average of 0.50% for 
credit transactions (and $0.12 for debit) to be reset every three years, which provides for 
some flexibility in terms of an ability to provide a range of card products to meet the needs of 
different consumers whilst promoting innovation (such as adoption of contactless payments). 

Implementation of hard caps is effectively price setting. It is a blunt policy tool, removing the 
flexibility within the system which has previously beem used to introduce payments 
innovation including contactless and security measures where a lower interchange rate 
allows for incentives to be provided to merchants to invest in relevant infrastructure. 

6 ibid 
1 UK Consmner Groups, (2013) 'Joint slatement by consumer bodies expressing concerns about European Commission proposal lo regulate 
interchange on card transactions' ht1p://11'\V1V.parlinment.uk/documents/commons-commi1tees/europenn-scmtiny/Consumer-bodies.pdf 
8 Reserve Dank of Austra lia (2013), Payment Systems Board Annual Report 2013, p 24 
9 Reserve Bank of Australia, Guidance Note, '/111ple111e11tat/011 oft/ie Sta11dard 011 /11terc/1011ge Fees' hltp://w1viv.rba.gov.au/paymen!s
systentlreforms/cc-schemes/cc-fees -bcnchmark/~uidance.html 
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Hard caps would impact organisations that currently receive important social benefits from 
the weighted average mechanism. For example, MasterCard sets interchange at 0.00% for 
payments made to charities. It is likely this would be removed should there be 
implementation of hard cap interchange regulation. · 

Further, under the current regulatory model which is applied only to some participants in the 
payments system, application of hard caps would result in further disparity between the 
regulated and unregulated payment system providers. 

Commercial Cards 

If there is further regulation of interchange, there is international precedent for commercial 
cards to be excluded, given commercial cards deliver significant efficiency gains and cost 
savings when compared to the alternative payment processes (in particular invoicing). The 
main benefits include, but are not limited to: 

o Better cash-flow management, since merchants receive money faster for cards 
transactions compared to payment terrns following invoices process 

'l Working capital benefits (paying suppliers earlier/on time) by single future dated 
payment to the banl</issuer 

o Better visibility of transactions 
0 Minimal administrative costs to recover/solicit late payments 
0 No risks of bad debt as issuer guarantees payment in case of cardholder/ company 

not paying 
o Process efficiencies and lower administrative costs due to reduced processing time 

of card payments (vs. handling cash/cheques or recording and reconciling of 
invoices) and streamlined reporting 

o Making e-commerce easier 

Australian businesses significantly benefit from using commercial cards: 
o Commercial "suppliers" are both receivers (merchants) and payers (card holders) in 

the commercial cards space. They aclmowledge the advantages of paying (free) but 
not receiving (fees). 

o Merchants reduce customer payment risk significantly by accepting card payments 
o Merchants can remove debtors risl< entirely by have a cards\-only policy (many 

examples exist in the travel management companies, distributor models etc.). This 
savings is usually between 1-1.5%. 

o Commercial merchants participate in tenders and subsequent negotiated 
arrangements on the purchase/supply of products and services to entities - this 
includes payments terms, product$, servicing and other KPl's - the price is set based 
on agreed deal parameters including payment timing and methodology 

o Accounts receivables departments at commercial suppliers benefit significantly from 
streamlined receivables reconciliation facilitated by card payments - even more so 
where payment is at the invoice level as opposed to statement level 

o Supply discounting (and dynamic discounting) is reduced through card acceptance, 
ensuring earlier payment, reduced administration and quicker funds flow 

o There are significant cost advantages for merchants with card acceptance vis a vis 
debtors' factoring (largely used by smaller/mid-market business to aid cash flow) 

o E- commerce solutions are increasingly popular and can easily be introduced by 
taking advantage of online payments functionality of cards 

o Supplier sales benefit (through increased volume and less leakage) from card 
"controls" that steer spend (per negotiated agreements)and prevent other non
preferred merchants from participating (when out of corporate policy) in the 
commodity category supply 

o Data advantages, analytics and insights are provided from card spend to both 
merchants and buyers 
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It is essential that there is equal regulation of commercial cards between four party and three 
party systems. Without an exemption of both four and three party commercial cards three 
party schemes would be the only ones to benefit, in particular American Express given their 
already relevant market share in the commercial card sector. 

Finally, commercial cards provide significant value to SM Es as a source of funding and 
working capital in the form of additional unsecured credit, as an instrument to grow 
commerce between SME's and governments. Should commercial cards be regulated, banks 
will have no option but to increase card fees and restrict access to credit to SMEs. 

FSI Recommendation: 
Applying caps as the lesser of a fixed amount and a fixed percentage of transaction 
values, instead of only one of these components. This would also increase the use of 
electronic payments for smaller-value transactions and ensure fees reflect costs for 
larger-value transactions. 

MasterCard does not support the recommendation to apply the lesser of a fixed amount or a 
fixed percentage of the transaction value. While this recommendation purports to further 
reduce the costs for merchants, at present there is no technology that would support the 
implementation of this system and it would be technically difficult and costly to implement. 

Surcharging 

The regulation on surcharging has been problematic since its implementation and the FSI 
Panel and the Government (as referenced in the Treasurer's media comments) appear keen 
to address this issue. As noted in our previous submissions, GalaXY research from last year 
uncovered that Australian consumers are paying $1.6 billion in surcharges each year. 

Over the last decade, we have seen surcharging negatively affect consumers, particularly in 
those industries where surcharges are excessive and implemented at much greater than the 
'reasonable' cost of acceptance. The Australian public has also demonstrated their 
discontent with the current regulations on surcharging, with over 5,000 of the submissions to 
the FSI from the general public on surcharging. 

As raised in the FSI final report, the challenge of the current surcharging policy is that there 
is no enforcement of a 'reasonable' level of surcharging and some merchants are able to 
continue to charge unreasonably high fees. In practice, the more complex surcharging 
policies become (e.g. through different tiers), the more difficult it will be enforce. 

MasterCard has long supported the removal of surcharging, particularly for regulated cards, 
where the cost of acceptance for merchants is considerably lower than that of unregulated 
cards. Should a surcharge ban be re-introduced, schemes and acquirers would be able to 
enforce the policy. This removes the need for a government regulator to monitor and 
enforce a 'reasonable' level of surcharging. Whilst the FSI recommendations for surcharging 
have merit, they would result in increased confusion for both merchants and their customers, 
and would present a technological challenge. 

A number of different products exist within Australia's payments industry, so additional 
investments would be required for merchant point of sale systems so as to determine the 
surcharge to be applied to different products. Contactless payments, where the surcharge 
would be applied after the sale completion, adds a further level of complexity as the 
customer would likely not know the level of surcharge until after the sale. 
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Overall, the recommendations do not propose a viable option for how regulation would be 
enforced and monitored, which is already a major challenge of the current system. 

FSI Recommendation: 
LQw-cost system providers, .such as systems subject to debit interchange fee caps, to 
prevent merchants from surcharging. This would prevent customers f rom being 
surcharged for using low-cost payment mechanisms that involve minimal acceptance 
costs for merchants, relative to other payment methods. 
MasterCard fully supports the removal of surcharging when a debit card is used to make a 
purchase and agrees with the rationale that has been provided in the FSI final report. 

However, some merchants, particularly in an online environment where the card is not 
visually identifiable may not be able to distinguish between a debit and a credit card, and 
may have to invest significantly in systems that allow them to make the distinction between 
the different payment methods. This cost to merchants could outweigh the benefits of cost 
recovery to merchants. 

FSI Recommendation: 
Medium-cost system providers, such as systems subject to credit interchange fee 
caps, to apply surcharge limits set by the PSB. This would malce it easier to prevent 
over-surcharging, while still allowing merchants to reflect their relative costs of 
accepting different payment methods. 

MasterCard does not support the application of a 'fee cap' determined by the Payments 
System Board for 'regulated' systems. While a fee set as a cap would likely lower 'exorbitant' 
surcharges, it may result in more merchants applying a surcharge for card payments. This 
increased prevalence of surcharging would negatively affect more consumers as the 
average cost of all goods and services may increase across all industries, rather than the 
industries that currently surcharge at high levels...., mainly taxis, airlines, hotels, utilities and 
on line. 

FSI Recommendation: 
Higher-cost system providers to continue to apply reasonable cost-recovery rules. 
This would give merchants the flexibility to reflect the different costs of higher-cost 
payment methods. 

MasterCard supports merchants being able to apply a surcharge on unrei:)ulated and high 
cost payment system providers. Payment System Providers that are unregulated are more 
expensive (around double) (http://www.rba.gov.au/payments
system/resources/statistics/index.html) for merchants to accept than those card systems that 
are regulated, and therefore we support the Australian Retail Association's position that they 
should be able to recover such high acceptance costs. 

If these payment system providers n;lmain unregulated, ahd their costs remain much higher, 
Australian businesses should be able to recover the costs for accepting that payment 
system. 
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~ Conclusfon - ---- ~-.- - .-.----- ----- --------- -- --- -

The original circumstances surrounding regulatory interventions in the payments system no 
longer exist. MasterCard (and its main card competitor Visa) are now independent public 
companies, a substantial part of American Express now functions in effect as a four party 
scheme model, and there is increasing competition in the payments sector from both 
traditional providers as well as providers with new business models. 

The unequal regulatory playing field, which impacts some market participants (notably 
MasterCard and Visa) with a substantial burden, while others (notably American Express, 
Diners Club, Union Pay and PayPal) are subject to little or no payments regulation burdens 
is fundamentally unfair and has resulted in unintended, negative consequences for end 
users of the system. Mo~t notably, consumers are not getting accurate price signals about 
the costs of their choice of payment due to a distorted surcharging model, and small and 
medium businesses are paying more to accept MasterCard and Visa payments through the 
regulated Interchange model. These challenges are most appropriately overcome, if not 
through the removal of regulation, then through policy changes which encourage flexibility 
and innovation, continued investment in the payments sector, and consumer benefits. 

This FSI process provides an opportunity to seek industry and consumer solutions to 
problems created by payments regulation, and MasterCard welcomes the opportunity to 
participate in the process ahead, and to engage in a thoughtful and meaningful way with 
Government to address the current shortcomings of the regulatory system 

MasterCard considers that it would be highly appropriate for an industry roundtable to be 
convened, to explore alternative solutions in an open and constructive environment. 
MasterCard would certainly be willing to play an active and constructive role in such a forum, 
and we are confident that there would also be broad goodwill and participation from across 
the industry. 
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Arguably, the most controversial regulation from the RBA's Payments Systems Board was 
interchange regulation. But before we begin to analyse the regulatory impact, it is worthwhile 
providing some context. 

The Value of Interchange 
Electronic payments offer a wide range of benefits to all participants in the payments value 
chain - consumers and businesses who use our products to make payments; businesses 
that accept payments using our products; banks which issue and acquire MasterCard 
transactions; and governments. Lil<e any valuable service with advanced technology behind 
it where innovation and development is vital, it comes at a cost. Businesses pay a Merchant 
Service Fee (MSF) to acquirers for acceptance and services. 

What is Interchange? 
As described earlier, interchange fees share a portion of payments system costs among the 
issuers and acquirers who participate in the four-party payments system. It is a small fee that 
reflects the value merchants receive from accepting our products. Under Australian 
regulation, it is capped on reset at an average of 0.50% for domestic credit card transactions 
and $0.12 for debit card transactions. 

It is important to note that MasterCard derives no direct benefit from interchange fees and, 
accordingly, there is no incentive for MasterCard to set interchange at high rates which 
would negatively impact merchant acceptance or low rates - which would negatively impact 
card issuance. 

In fact, the aim of setting the level of interchange fees at the optimal level is to ensure that 
issuers and acquirers are able to deliver services that optimise the output of our payment 
network and are in the best interest of the wider market. 

The need for interchange exists because payment networks such as MasterCard provide a 
"joint service" simultaneously to two different types of users - cardholders who use the 
products and business who accept them for payments (referred to in payments systems as 
'merchants'). Given the market for payment services has two distinct types of end users, it is 
sometimes referred to as a "two-sided market". It is important to bear both of these concepts 
in mind when analysing any aspect of a payment network's operation, as they affect both 
efficiency and profitability. 

Setting interchange at the appropriate level for the two types of end users is a complex 
process. Theoretically, t_he entire cost of a payment network could be borne either by the 
cardholders or by the merchants. But experience shows that a payment network achieves its 
greatest efficiency and scale if the end-users share the cost. This sharing is often referred to 
as "balancing" the network. Ultimately, MasterCard's methodology equitably balances the 
cost of the payment network services between users. MasterCard believes that an 
interchange setting methodology must: 

ensure th!:Jt interchange fees are set: 
independently of those who pay or receive them; 

• transparently, so it is consistent with legitimate competitive concerns; and 
objectively, in order that there is a legitimate basis for each interchange fee; 

take into account all relevant considerations, including: 
• the nature of the particular payment stream; 
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the interchange fees or corresponding fees or costs of competitive payment 
systems (to the extent l<nown by the payment network operator); 
the costs of the recipients of the interchange fees; 
the levels of cardholder usage and merchant acceptance; and 
the impact of interchange fees and other fees oh particular categories of 
users (i.e. cardholders) and acceptors (i.e. merchants); 

require that interchange fees are published in a form available to all stakeholders; 
allow for the integrity of the process to be verified through an appropriate level of 
independent audit and regulatory oversight; and 
create a level playing field and not disadvantage four-party payment networks when 
competing with three-party payment networks. 

Globally, MasterCard's interchange methodology incorporates these principles and is aimed 
at promoting the widespread issuance and acceptance of MasterCard products, taking into 
account costs, competition, issuer and merchant behaviour, possible fraud losses, the 
business environment, the regulatory environment, systems implications and other relevant 
factors, in order to maximise the value of the MasterCard brand and business for the benefit 
of.its customer banks, merchants and consumers. Under the fee structure matrix usually 
adopted by MasterCard, transaction criteria, product criteria, category criteria, and volume 
are all taken into account in determining the level of interchange. While MasterCard retains 
the sole authority to set and ch~mge default interchange rates (in Australia within the 
confines of regulated caps), issuing and acquiring financial institutions are free to negotiate 
individual terms of dealing, including setting interchange fees bilaterally. Throughout the 
world, periodic adjustments are considered to interchange fee rates and these are generally 
based on a range of factors including changes in market conditions, competitive 
environment, and/or other factors as outlined above. 

In Australia as a direct result of regulation much of what is described above is delivered in a 
way that cannot maximise the balancing effects of interchange. MasterCard's ability to set 
rates in a way that incentivises innovation, facilitates efficiency and delivers growth is 
reduced as a result of a regulatory framework that fails to acknowledge competitive forces. 
This regulatory framework was implemented at a time when MasterCard was owned and 
operated in a different way, in a different environment and with very different competitive 
landscape. In Australia, interchange regulation has had the effect of benefiting one distinct 
party in the value chain (large merchants) at the cost of others (consumers an<:I smaller 
merchants). 

Flexible interchange rates are essential 
Flexible rates ensure merchants and consumers receive maximum value for electronic 
payments at the lowest cost. Experience shows that when governments attempt to address 
merchant cost concerns by reducing interchange, consumers and small businesses 
(including smaller merchants) suffer cost increases and rec;luced benefits. 

That said, it is essential that merchant concerns about interchange costs are examined and 
appropriately addressed. To this end, MasterCard is committed to continuing this dialogue 
through direct engagement with Australian merchants who play a vital role in the system. We 
believe this has actively addressed business concerns while at the s.ame time protected 
consumers and merchants from the consequences of arbitrary interchange restrictions. 

The following points provide an overview of the role of interchange and the importance of 
avoiding arbitrary limits. 

Merchants receive enormous benefits from accepting cards 
These include reducing the significant costs associated with counting, safeguarding and 
transporting cash and limiting the losses that occur when cash received is lost or stolen. 
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Merchants who accept cards also receive the most important commercial benefit: the ability 
to accept cards increases sales. Studies show that consumers spend more when they use 
cards and merchants mal<e more money when they accept cards. This is not surprising since 
shoppers using cards are not limited to cash on hand but can access their funds on deposit 
or credit available from their banks when they mal<e their purchasing decisions. These 
increases in spending (in a responsible way with appropriate consumer protections) are 
precisely the reason merchants began accepting cards and, with the increasing numbers of 
cards in Australia, these spending increases have become more valuable over time. 

The benefits merchants receive.are generated primarily by the card issuers 
Card issuers incur all of the costs of attracting cardholders to the networl<, issuing the cards 
and servicing the accounts. Card issuers manage the accounts and extend all of the credit 
that enables consumers to purchase more from merchants than they could if purchases 
were limited to cash on hand. Card issuers also take all of the risl<-the merchant gets paid 
by the card issuer even if the consumer never pays for the transaction. 

While card issuers generate the bull< of the benefits merchants enjoy, they do not 
have a direct relationship with the merchant 
In the MasterCard system, merchant relationships are handled by a second group of 
financial institutions (the acquirers). Acquirers connect merchants to our network but it is the 
issuers that create the benefits and take all the risk for the merchants. So the question is: 
How do issuers receive fair compensation for providing all of these benefits to merchants 
without having a direct relationship with those merchants? The answer is interchange. The 
acquirer then passes this interchange fee on to the merchant as part of the overall Merchant 
Service Fee (negotiated between a merchant and its acquirer). 

When interchange is set based on market conditions, everyone benefits 
That is because MasterCard sets the rates at levels that maximise the benefits issuers 
create for merchants, while keeping merchant costs low enough to maximise the value 
merchants receive from accepting our cards. By ensuring that merchants provide 
compensation for the value they receive, we are also able to ensure costs are kept down for 
consumers. The benefits of our approach can be seen when compared to other models. For 
example, when retailers extend credit themselves (such as store based credit). the interest 
rates charged to consumers are almost always higher than for a MasterCard credit card 
because in a retail credit program the consumer pays for all of the benefits the consumer 
receives as well as all of the benefits merchants receive. American Express operates a 
different model where the bulk of the costs are paid by merchants and, consequently 
merchants typically pay significantly more than they do for accepting MasterCard branded 
cards. 

The market response to American Express is instructive - because it imposes higher costs 
on merchants, far fewer merchants accept Amex cards 10 and far fevver consumers have 
Amex cards in their wallets, making the overall utility of Amex to consumers and merchants 
lower than with MasterCard. By w~ing interchange to balance the costs between consumers 
and merchants, we address both the store credit and the Amex problems. In our network, 
consumers and merchants receive the benefits of electronic payments at lower costs than 
they would incur if forced to absorb the costs on their own. This is a major reason why more 
consumers hold, and more merchants accept, our cards than store cards or American 
Express. 

The impact of interchange caps on consumers is frequently discounted 

10 HSN Consultants Inc., (March 2014), 'The Nilson Report' I~sue 1036, pg's I, 9 
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Because interchange is paid by merchants, there is a tendency to view it simply from the 
merchant perspective. For example, the .European Commission has based its view of 
interchange on its so-called "merchant indifference test" and the limits are designed to 
ensure merchants are indifferent as to whether a consumer pays in cash or by debit or credit 
card . This test begs the question why the merchants' indifference should trump the 
consumers' and ignores the very significant consequences for consumers when interchange 
levels are set solely to achieve merchant indifference. 

When the RBA looked at interchange over a decade ago, they focused too heavily on costs 
to merchants. For example, in its "Debit and Credit Card Schemes in Australia - A Study of 
Interchange Fees and Access" repo1t in October 2000, the RBA made 249 references to 
merchants, but only 33 references to consumers. Similarly, in its "Reform of Credit Card 
Schemes in Australia" consultation document in December 2001, the RBA made 626 
references to merchants, but only 123 references to consumers. 

Artificial limitations on interchange harm consumers 
When interchange fees are artificially reduced through government intervention (as they 
have been in Australia) merchants no longer pay compensation for the benefits they receive 
from issuers . As a result, consumers end up pc;1ying higher costs and receive fewer services 
and benefits. The experiences here in Australia, as well as those in Spain and the US bear 
this out. 

o In Australia, after the RBA reduced interchange fees benefiting large merchants 
(through lower acceptance costs), consumers paid the price, paying up to 50% more 
for their cards. 

o In Spain, government intervention resulted in a €3.329 billion reduction in 
interchange over the five year period between 2005-2010. Again, while merchants 
received a significant cost reduction of almost €2.75 billion during that period, 
consumers paid the price and had to bear more than a 50% increase in annual fees 
for standard four-party payment cards. The additional cost to consumers amounts to 
€2.350 billion over the five year period. Other fees have also been increased, such 
as those charged to consumers for overdrafts and debt claims. Consumers saw their 
card rewards and promotions reduced in addition to paying more for these reduced 
benefits. 

o In the US, consumers suffered similar consequences when debit interchange was 
regulated there. Many no-cost or low-cost bani< accounts were eliminated and 
consumers now pay increased fees for basic deposit account services. 

Ai:tificial limits on interchange harm Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
SMEs feel the effects of interchange limits in three ways. 

First, many SMEs are cardholders who rely on their credit cards as an important source of 
credit to keep the business running when cash flow is insufficient to cover current expenses. 
These cards also simplify the process of purchasing inventory and supplies by replacing the 
cumbersome purchase order and cheque writing process traditionally used for these 
operations. While this may seem like a relatively modest benefit, it can be extremely 
important to small merchants because it allows them to focus on the business rather than 
administrative tasks. Artificial reductions in interchange have precisely the same impact on 
SMEs as they have on other cardholders - the costs of their cards go up when merchants 
who accept cards no longer pay for the benefits those merchants receive. 

Second, many SMEs also accept cards. While they may view interchange reductions as 
potentially beneficial, experience shows otherwise. For example, the RBA's most recent 
PSB Annual Report (October 2013) showed that, as a result of interchange regulation 
Australian SMEs are more likely to pay much more (up to ten times more) to accept card 
payments than large merchants. Similar results were found in the US. This is because of the 
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natural disparity in bargaining position between large and small merchants - larger 
merchants are able to negotiate to obtain the full cost reduction from interchange fee 
reductions while SMEs find that negotiation more difficult. This results in widening disparity 
in costs between large and small merchants, which causes SM Es to fall further behind in 
their efforts to compete with larger merchants. 

Third, artificial interchange reductions can have an even more painful impact on SME's in 
the form of a reduction of credit availability. The flow of interch.ange enables issuers to take 
more credit risl< and extend more credit than is possible when relying entirely on cardholders 
to compensate for that risk. When interchange is artificially reduced, issuers can be forced 
to considerably reduce risk to reduce costs in an effort to offset the reduction in interchange 
revenue. Reduced risk means reduced credit availability whfch harms SMEs as both 
cardholders and acceptors of cards. Reduced credit availability means less credit extended 
to SMEs to run their businesses. Given the relatively sluggish lending to SMEs from other 
sources, reductions in credit card lending is particularly painful, Reduced credit availability 
also means that the cardholders who purchase from SM Es will have less credit available to 
spend in their shops. 

Artificial reductions in interchange impede innovation 
When interchange regulation began, the reduction in revenue significantly changed the 
business case for issuing payment cards of all types. Just to get back to pre-regulation levels 
of profitability, card issuers needed t.o impose higher fees on cardholders and/or reduce 
credit availability and other services to reduce costs. This has an adverse impact on 
investment in innovation at precisely the same time as innovation is increasingly demanded 
by consumers and merchants alil<e. For example, as issuers seek to offset interchange 
reductions, they likely will be in a weaker position to invest in costly but vital security 
innovations like the move to EMV cards which was delayed as a result of interchange 
regulation. In a 2008 CRA International report on the effects of regulation in Australia, they 
made this precise point: 

''The RBA intended that its interventions woulcf reduce the profitability of issuing four
party cards, and this reduction in profitability naturally reduces issuers' incentives to 
invest in new typ£;Js of four-party cards. Our interviews with the major Australian 
banks confirmed these views. Each of the banks in Australia we interviewed told us 
that the interventions have made it more difficult to develop a "business case" for 
investments related to four-party cards. Banl<s cited the introduction of EMV/Chip and 
PIN and the provision of prepaid cards to commercial clients as examples of projects 
that have been adversely affected by the RBA's inte1ventions. "11 

While interchange regulation is not the answer, merchant concerns about the costs of 
accepting electronic payments must be addressed 
As electronic payments increasingly replace cash and cheques, merchants understandably 
are focused on the costs of those payments. MasterCard is committed to engaging with 
merchants to address their concerns and to ensure that interchange rates in our system are 
set a~ levels that maximise the value they receive while controlling their costs. Through 
commercial negotiations, we .believe these issues can be resolved in a way that protects the 
interests of consumers and merchants alike without the need for regulation. 

Looking at regulation through the eyes of participants 
For Australian consumers there have been more negatives than positives as a result of 
regulation , as the effective price to cardholders for using their credit cards has increased. 

11 CRA Intemational (April 2008) 'Reg11/at01y i11term1tio11 in the pay111e11/ card i11d11st1y by the Rese11'e Bank of A11stra1/a' 
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Annual fees have grown; the value ofreward progrcirns has been diluted, surcharges on 
payment card transactions have been introduced by some merchants (often at rates that are 
substantially higher than the MSF's that they are paying) and the use of 'blended' surcharge 
rates further compounds this gouging of consumers. And, as described above, there is no 
evidence that prices paid by Australians at the point of sale have fallen as a result of the 
reduction in interchange fees. "The Personal Credit Card Market in Australia: Pricing over 
the Past Decade" report, written by Chan et al (2012) found that "over the past decade it has 
become increasingly expensive for cardholders to earn reward points and other benefits by 
using their cards, while merchant service fees have fallen" 12

• · 

However, for large merchants there have been more positives than negatives. With the 
reduction in interchange fees, the MSF's that they pay have fallen and indeed have 
continued to fall; there is no evidence that these lower costs have been passed onto the 
consumer through lower prices and the removal of the restrictions on surcharging has given 
some merchants a 'double whammy' of benefits. 
They are now allowed to directly charge consumers for using payment cards rather than 
building those card acceptance costs into the prices of their goods and services as they had 
been prior to the removal of the 'no-surcharge' rules. But at the same time, the use of 
'blended' surcharges, which sees an average surcharge applied to all types of payment 
cards, no matter what their specific cost, has allowed merchants to gain extra income for 
every payment card transaction. · 

As we have indicated above, the shift away from costly and inefficient cash payments across 
to electronic payments has slowed in Australia. The continued use of cash does not add to 
the potential efficiency of the financial system, nor does it benefit any legal participants of the 
payments value chain. Speaking at the Institute of International Finance's conference in 
Sydney, ahead of the G20 meeting in February 2014, Daniel Mminele, deputy governor of 
the South African Reserve Bank claimed that every 1 per cent increase in payment card 
usage would increase conwmption py 0.06 per cent and GDP by 0.03 per cent, as this 
would mobilise household savings and hence enhance productive opportunities. 

12 Chan, Chong and Mitchell, Reserve Bank of Australia {March 2012), 'The Personal Credit Cord Market In Australia: Pricing over the Past 

Decade' /illQ:l/www.rba.qov.au/oub/lcatlans/bul/etln/2012/mar/odf/b!J-0312-7.pdf 
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Smvey: Australian business perspectives on Card Fees 

O Businesses in Australia believe American Express and Diners Club 
should be regulated in the same way as Visa and MasterCard. 
In a recent survey conducted by lpsos amongst Australian businesses, 59% were not 
aware that Visa and MasterCard are regulated for merchant related payment costs in 
Australia, but American Express and Diners' are not. A very large majority (94%) are in 
favour of all payment systems being regulated in a consistent way. 

Business perspective on regulation 
of the costs of card acceptance 

.Satisfaction wllh Processes and Support 
Businesses ore more satisfied with the networl< 
processes nnd support received from MasterCard 
and Visa than from American Express. 

Base: All accept American Express (IG4) MaslerCard (291) 
or Visa (295) 

l<now that currenUy Visa and Mastercard 
are regulated for merchant related 
payment costs In Australia. but American 
Express and Diners· are not. 

Tl1lnk lhat all payment systems should 
be regulated in the same way. 

Up to 75% of businesses would not pass on any potential 
savings to consumers by reducing prices. 

Would use the saved money ... 

25o/o ~:i!1~~~f:e~hf~r 43o/o i~~~~~!~Btc 
mycu1tomeu my comp.my 

8% Don't l<now 
a. Cu~enlly, how sa6sfied or dissalisfied are you overall 
\\ilh lhe processes and support (such as coll center support. 
problem resolufion, and selUemenl lomis) associated wilh 
accepting each of !he JoUa,,ing payment card types? 

0 . 11 lhe cosls of accepling payment cards were reduced, whol would yQur business do wilh 
lhe money saved? 

Fees Associated with Card Payment Tyjles 

Don't Very Fairly Avernge Fairly Vc!Y 
know Low Low Hf9h Hioh 

An'1erican Express 3% 2% ~o· 

" 15% 38% 

Diners Club ·3%, 4% 9% 31% 22% 
~----,----- -· · -----·------- - -·--------

MasterCard 4% 4% 12% 4% 
- ------ - -- - -· - ------
Visa 50• ,. 4% 13% 4% 

0 . Thinking specifically aboul fhe fee charged on card pa1111ent lransactions, ho·u would you role fhe fees 
associaled wtlh using each of lh!i Jollo·loing card payment types? 

American Express is accepted 
by more than half of 
businesses (55%). Diners Club 
is accepted by a quarter (23%). 
Both American Express and 
Diners are correctly* perceived 
to have higher fees than other 
cards: Almost 40% of 
Australian businesses say 
American Express fees are 
Very High, compared with only 
4% who say the same thing for 
MasterCard or Visa. 

Survey Uctr1odology: ltil' r.uri,·ey b b~ sed on JOO l ~lcphon o lnl'!tview5 condutled by Ip~~ Pubtic Arf.Jito ori beholr of f,,'1 !;1crCord Yii lh m:inoge1' ond owner/propri~tor& from o ~fe tt'on 
of l>u5tness 5etl1Jro ouoss C1J Au W.l!ln £1 il le ~ ~nd lenitorfes. Seclors vme cel~ded b3sed on liJ.eEhood for h3'ring rel.lth·ery h\.1h \'olunte or c<edit card llon, odlc.ns oridlnclude: rel43. 
heallhc3re, food, enUrt'31Jimenl, occommodi1l:Or1 1 aulon1olive, l10\'tl, lrMs.po1I, educ.ltlon, ulMes, fn ~urance ond leletommunkutions. Aeldwolt. w:i!l conducted b; t1;een 10 Sepl~mber 

ond 3 Oclober 20l~ . The surve:y h.u a confidence inlen-al of! S.7%. 
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